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Abstract

A Compilation of Design Principles and Guidelines for Selective Laser
Sintering
Nivedita Pradhan, M.S.E
The University of Texas at Austin, 2016

Supervisor: Carolyn Conner Seepersad

The term Additive Manufacturing (AM) is used to describe several manufacturing
technologies that share the same basic principle of producing parts directly from their
CAD models without the need for special tooling, by adding material selectively one
layer at a time. Current research focuses on one such technology called Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS) where thin layers of powdered thermoplastic material are fused using a
laser beam. With no part-specific tooling required, the product development cycle is
drastically shortened. This lack of tooling, coupled with freedom of placement of
material, opens the door to several design opportunities unique to AM such as increased
geometrical design freedom and the ability to manufacture low production volumes
economically. Gradual improvements in process accuracy and selection of materials over
time have resulted in a shift in application of AM from rapid prototyping to direct
manufacturing and even ‘democratization’ of the product development process in which
even non-professional users can rapidly manufacture products as long as there is a CAD
v

model for the part. However, the move to direct manufacturing of end-use parts also
means that part quality in terms of conformance to product specification becomes
important for the product to successfully perform its function. The research in this thesis
is focused on documenting these manufacturability capabilities and limitations for
Selective Laser Sintering. It focuses specifically on thermoplastics, especially Nylon 12
polyamide materials known by the trade names PA 2200 and Duraform PA.
While several design resources have been created based on industry best practices
developed through experience, they are scattered throughout the literature and are not
readily available to designers. It is also difficult to compare and draw quantitative
inferences from existing guidelines as they are developed independently under dissimilar
process conditions. Therefore, a prime focus of this research is to synthesize and compile
existing guidelines into a comprehensive document. The first objective of this research is
to compile a user-friendly resource, in the form of design principles and guidelines, to
help designers make early process selection decisions, optimize part quality and minimize
manufacturing cost. A systematic literature review of available guidelines, exploratory
studies and case studies is conducted to develop actionable design recommendations that
are within the scope of the designer.
The second objective of this research is to address the lack of adequate process
tolerance information that can reliably predict the quality of parts produced by the
selective laser sintering process. This information is important to accurately evaluate the
process during early process selection. A test part is proposed to measure dimensional
deviations for various features (such as holes, gaps, cylinders, walls, clearances, etc.)
across a range of dimensions and along different orientations. Finally, a sampling plan
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that represents sources of variability in the process is put forward to collect statistical data
in an economical manner.
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Chapter 1 – Research Motivation
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the process of producing parts directly from a
CAD model without the need for special tooling, by adding material selectively one layer
at a time. From their initial introduction as Rapid Prototyping processes, layered
manufacturing technologies have transitioned into the Direct Digital Manufacturing
market with gradual increase in processing reliability and material selection over the
years. Three industries that have been at the forefront of implementing AM are the
automotive, aerospace and medical industries, each focused on exploiting different
advantages and capabilities unique to AM [1].
As AM is increasingly being used to produce end-use parts, manufacturability,
quality and cost competitiveness become important factors to consider in order to enable
AM as a competitive mainstream manufacturing process. Designers need guidance in
successfully designing parts for AM quickly and reliably. This chapter describes the need
for a systematic Design for Manufacturing (DFM) process for one particular AM
technology called Selective Laser Sintering. This chapter also motivates the research
objectives and provides an outline for the thesis.
1.1 SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is a powder based AM process in which the part
is formed by partial melting of powdered material using a laser beam. The raw material in
powdered form is spread over a preheated build platform which is lowered by a distance
equal to the layer thicknesses, typically ranging between 60μm to 180μm [2]. A laser
beam scans each layer with the corresponding topology of the part defined by the slicing
software. The build platform is lowered again and the process repeats. After the building
1

process is complete, the part cake consisting of sintered parts and un-sintered powder is
allowed to cool inside the build chamber in order to minimize risk of deformation of the
parts due to thermal stresses. Once cooled, sintered parts are removed and cleaned using
sand blasting.

Figure 1-1: Illustration of the SLS process [3]
Among other AM technologies, SLS has the greatest potential for manufacturing
due to its ability to process materials with mechanical stiffness and strength that most
closely approximate those of other plastics processing technologies and without the aging
effects

of

the

thermoset

polymers

utilized

in

competing

technologies

like

stereolithography and material jetting [4]. SLS is closely related to direct metal laser
sintering and selective laser melting technologies, which use similar processes to
fabricate metal parts, but the focus in this thesis is on SLS of thermoplastic parts.
2

1.2 THE NEED FOR DESIGN GUIDANCE FOR SLS
Stair-stepping is an inherent property of layered manufacturing processes like
SLS and has an adverse effect on surface finish, form and dimensional accuracy of
curved and inclined flat surfaces. Form and dimensional errors due to shrinkage, curl and
warpage are common defects in SLS and contribute to the poor overall accuracy of parts
produced by the process. Manufacturability in terms of being able to successfully build
fine features and irregular shapes can sometimes take several iterations of redesign and
fabrication.
A common approach for preventing process specific defects is to use standard
design rules consisting of dimensioning and redesign recommendations, similar to
recommendations for draft angles and uniform wall thicknesses in the case of Injection
Molding (IM) [5]. As accessibility to AM technologies extends beyond product
development in industry and to the consumer, the need for design guidelines describing
practical limitations of the process is bolstered. The ASTM F42 committee on Additive
Manufacturing [6] recognizes development of design rules for AM processes as a high
priority topic among AM specific research.
Quite a few design resources have been developed for SLS in the past in industry
by equipment manufacturers and service bureaus that include design rules and experience
based best practices in order to address manufacturability concerns of the process. 3D
Systems developed the SLS design guide [7] consisting of design rules and examples of
design solutions for commonly designed parts and features. Stratasys’ Laser Sintering
design guidelines [8] include minimum recommended feature dimensions and design tips
for a variety of applications. Shapeways’ design rules and detail resolution study [9] used
a systematic approach to determine practical minimum feature dimensions for walls, pins,
3

holes, gaps and lettering features. Several research studies have been conducted which
further expand on existing industry practices and address manufacturability [10, 11],
accuracy [12, 13], thermal defects [14, 15] associated with the process. These resources
are scattered throughout the literature and are not readily available to the vast majority of
users of the SLS technology. Therefore one objective of the current research is to
integrate existing guidelines into a single resource to enable accessibility and ease of use.
Best practices and rules of thumb that are commonly used in practice by designers and
machine operators [16] will be grounded in experimental data from prior systematic
studies whenever possible.
1.3 CAPABILITIES AND DRIVERS FOR MANUFACTURING
Additive or layered manufacturing has great potential and implications for
innovative product design and the product development cycle as a whole due to the
absence of tooling. The impact of reduced tooling requirements includes increased
geometrical design freedom and reduced cost of production [17]. Tooling in traditional
manufacturing processes not only projects geometric constraints on the design of the part
but also demands production volume to be large enough to make up for the tooling cost.
AM, due to absence of these limitations, allows for shorter product development cycles,
simplified process planning and economically viable low production volumes, opening
the door to new and unexplored design avenues. For instance, the success story of custom
dental braces produced through rapid tooling by Align Technologies demonstrates an
untapped market for customization especially with consumer products [18]. Hague et al.
[19] point to the implications of greater consumer involvement in the design stage
resulting in democratization of the manufacturing and design process.
4

Another important area of unexplored design avenues enabled by AM is the
ability to maximize functional value of the product by taking advantage of AM’s
geometrical freedoms. Optimized design for weight reduction [20], cellular lattice
structures [21], and designed compliance [22] are a few examples of applications that are
either too difficult or expensive to pursue using traditional manufacturing processes but
can now be manufactured at no added tooling cost. This philosophy is also extended to
eliminate assembly by integrating multiple components into a single part [23].
It is clear that current mainstream product design processes are constrained by the
limitations of traditional manufacturing processes and biased in favor of mass production,
and may be missing out on innovative design avenues through AM that are also
profitable. Decision making during process selection based on cost of production is key
in these situations and requires adequate information and tools to estimate manufacturing
cost. In case of SLS, while significant research has been done in the area of cost
modelling [24, 25], this research is not readily available to users and product designers,
nor is it highlighted in most SLS design guidelines. Moreover, designers tend to select
processes with which they have prior experience and therefore may miss the direct and
indirect cost savings associated with SLS.
Even when AM is selected based on economy of production, geometrical
capabilities of AM are not utilized to reap the rewards of adding functional value without
any added cost. In order to fully take advantage of design opportunities associated with
AM, product design will need to start from scratch at the concept design stage and focus
on functionality of the product followed by integrated freeform design [23].
Lack of awareness among product designers about the process capabilities and
design opportunities is a key concern. The need for a systematic product design process is
5

also recognized to be a major constraint preventing realization of value added design
avenues and cost savings possible through AM [26].
1.4 DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY
Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) is a systematic process for
product design developed by Boothroyd and Dewhurst [27] that ensures consistent
quality of the parts produced while minimizing cost of manufacturing and assembly. It is
a rigorous method that uses quantitative and objective evaluation techniques to
continually improve the quality of the design in terms of assembly and manufacturability,
and prevents process selection biases from creeping into decision making. DFMA also
takes a holistic approach to product design (Figure 1-2), building on process specific
DFM guidelines and extending them to efficient part design for assembly, process
selection and embodiment design. This approach is ideal for AM as it provides a
structured approach to product design that allows the designer to explore unique
opportunities and limitations through concept design, design for assembly, process
selection and design for manufacture stages. Therefore, the DFMA process for systematic
product design will be used as the framework for presenting design guidelines across
different phases in the product design process.

6

Figure 1-2: Systematic DFMA process for product design [27]
1.5 LACK OF STANDARD PROCESS INFORMATION
With the use of SLS for manufacturing, manufacturability and repeatability are
critical to ensure that the part meets product specifications. Repeatability refers to the
ability of the process to produce parts consistently, consistency being related to the
variation in quality of parts produced either within a build or across multiple builds and
machines when applicable. Maintaining uniform temperature distribution within the build
volume is one of the main challenges in equipment design and process control for SLS.
Temperature variations within the build inevitably result in variation in material
properties and dimensional accuracy within the build. Error compensation to account for
the often non-uniform behavior of the process is difficult and is an active area of research
[28]. Other sources of variation in quality include variation in raw materials [29], location
of the part inside the build chamber [30], and packing density [31], to name a few.
7

The only way to measure consistency or repeatability is by using a metric for
process characterization that takes into account the variation in quality of parts produced.
Manufacturing tolerance is usually used as a measure of capability and repeatability of
the process wherein the process is expected to lie within the said tolerance limits. The
process tolerance most widely quoted for SLS does not take into account feature
geometry, and other process parameters that can have an effect on the achievable
tolerance for those geometries [32]. Geometry and dimension-dependent tolerances are
standard

process

performance

information

readily available

for

conventional

manufacturing processes like injection molding (Figure 1-3). Currently, process tolerance
information for SLS is inadequate to fully characterize the process during process
selection. Although many research studies have been conducted to evaluate geometric
accuracy of SLS, most studies consider nominal deviation alone and do not publish
standard deviation information and hence cannot accurately predict process behavior.
Some systematic studies to determine tolerance have been conducted however these
studies are limited to either a single type of feature [30] or a single magnitude of
dimension [33]. Therefore, there is currently a gap in knowledge regarding adequate
tolerance information that can predict part quality.
Lack of standard information regarding capabilities of the SLS process
discourages use of AM processes as viable manufacturing processes. Mellor et al. [34]
suggest that the Rapid Prototyping legacy of AM processes may have created reluctance
to implement them as mainstream manufacturing processes. A lack of standard process
performance information about accuracy, geometric capabilities, cost, etc further
perpetuates the lack of confidence in AM processes. The second objective of this research
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therefore is to develop an experimental framework for determining geometry and
dimension specific tolerances for SLS.

Figure 1-3: Example of standard process tolerance information for Injection Molding [5]

1.6 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The current research is focused on review of existing design rules resources and
process capability standardization. The following research objectives are identified:
1. To compile design guidelines from published information and studies to
ensure manufacturability, minimize production cost and take advantage of
unique capabilities of SLS.
2. To develop an experimental framework for determining dimension and
geometry specific tolerances for SLS
9

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS
Chapter 2 describes the methodology used to compile design guidelines from the
existing body of knowledge. The chapter describes the methodology for the literature
review and organization of guidelines. Guidelines from the literature are discussed.
Chapter 3 compiles the guidelines extracted from the literature search.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology used to develop a proposed test part and
sample plan to determine manufacturing tolerances for SLS.

10

Chapter 2: Methodology for compiling design guidelines
Many design guidelines for the SLS process already exist but are scattered
throughout the literature and are not readily accessible to designers. The research in this
thesis is focused on integrating existing design guidelines into a single resource that
provides guidelines to ensure part quality and improve efficiency of the product design.
This chapter describes the methodology used to compile and organize design guidelines
from existing research.
2.1 SCOPE AND CRITERIA TO BE MET BY DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following criteria are defined for development of guidelines from existing
studies,
(1) The guidelines must be within the scope of the designer. These factors
include the geometry, dimensioning, orientation and location of the part within the part
bed.
(2) The guidelines must be actionable such that they provide specific suggestions
for improving the quality of the part.
2.2 METHODOLOGY FOR LITERATURE SEARCH AND REVIEW
An iterative literature search was conducted based on the mind map (Figure 2-1)
presenting possible areas of interest.
The iterative literature search and review process for each identified topic
included the following steps:


Step 1: Use keyword search



Step 2: Check criteria for inclusion: SLS, Nylon / polyamide / plastic /
thermoplastic
11



Step 3: Identify one or more core studies that characterize the behavior of
the process in terms of part quality in order to draw inferences about
process behavior



Step 4: Snowball the search from core sources



Step 5: Corroborate inferences drawn from core studies using supporting
evidence



Step 6: Update keywords based on the search and repeat the search
process

12

Figure 2-1: Mind map used for literature search
13

Sources of literature considered included experience based design rules,
systematic design rules development, empirical models based on DOE, case studies,
exploratory process characterization and comparison based on a standard test part.
2.3 TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SLS PARTS
Dimensional Accuracy
A major cause of dimensional inaccuracies in the SLS process is shrinkage of the
sintered material due to an increase in density of the part during solidification. Shrinkage
is characteristic of the material and is inevitable in any thermal process that involves
phase change of the material from liquid to solid during processing [35]. The linear
shrinkage, S is described as,
𝑆=

[ 𝐿𝐶 − 𝐿𝑚 ]
𝐿𝐶

Where, 𝐿𝐶 is the nominal dimension of the part based on its CAD model and 𝐿𝑚
is the measured dimension of the finished part. A common approach for compensating for
shrinkage in many production processes that involve phase changes is to apply a
shrinkage compensation factor to the nominal part dimensions [35]. SLS equipment
manufacturers recommend standard test parts for experimentally determining individual
scaling factors along each coordinate direction which can then be applied to the part
during the data preparation stage.
In any real system, along with the mean shrinkage, 𝑆̅, there exists a random
variation or noise, 𝜎𝑠 seen in repeated trials for the same part built with the same
equipment under the same process conditions [35]. Moreover, it is found experimentally
that the mean shrinkage is fundamentally non-uniform and increases with increasing
thickness of sintered section, and is proportional to random variation in shrinkage [35,
14

32]. Even though appropriate scaling factors can be applied to reduce error due to mean
shrinkage, the random variation can be a critical factor in evaluating the feasibility of the
production process to achieve a specified tolerance. In order to minimize random
variation in shrinkage, thick sections that result in greater mean shrinkage and therefore
greater variation should be avoided. For larger solid sections, an alternate strategy for
reducing shrinkage variation is proposed by Launhardt et al. using 3D infill octet-truss
structure made up of single rods of square cross-section in order to reduce the effective
shrinkage variation due to thickness of sintered sections [32].
Shrinkage is heavily dependent on laser power and temperature of the part bed,
and is greater at higher temperatures due to greater density increase of the sintered part.
Since temperature distribution within the part bed is never homogenous, non-uniformity
in shrinkage is observed and is related to the location and orientation of the part within
the part bed. This non-uniformity is particularly significant along the Z axis, generally
resulting in over-sized height dimensions in parts located at higher levels in the part bed
[36, 37, 32]. The significant reduction in shrinkage with increasing height about Z axis is
called ‘Z-growth’ and is also caused by increased layer thicknesses at higher levels
resulting from cumulative shrinkage of sintered parts at lower levels in the part bed [36].
Several scaling strategies have been proposed to compensate for the non-uniform
shrinkage along Z axis including use of dual-scaling currently recommended by EOS [37,
38], non-linear fit function based on experimental data proposed by Shen et al [36] and
robust scaling factors based on Taguchi experimental design proposed by Yang et al [39].
Shrinkage variation along the Z axis tends to be relatively uniform at the center of the
part bed [36, 37]. In order to minimize effects of Z-growth, parts with greater accuracy
requirements should be placed in the center of the part bed. Another cause for oversize in
15

dimensions along the Z direction is the unintended over-sintering of powder layers
directly below any unsupported sintered sections of the part, like bases and overhangs,
due to deep penetration of heat from the melt bath of the first sintered layer [12, 40]. Due
to significant inaccuracies exclusive to the dimensions along Z and the relative difficulty
in compensating for these inaccuracies, critical dimensions and features with tighter
tolerance requirements should be oriented along the X or Y directions.
Part geometry has a non-uniform effect on mean shrinkage of sintered sections,
generally causing external dimensions to be larger with greater variation than internal
dimensions [41, 33]. This overall growth of the part is also due to unintended sintering of
powder materials surrounding the sintered part, causing a uniform addition of material
about the sintered part [42]. The shrinkage non-uniformity due to geometry is difficult to
model and compensate using traditional scaling factors. A flexible non-uniform scaling
strategy is demonstrated by Senthilkumaran et al [28] to compensate for shrinkage
variation due to part geometry by using a parametric model dependent on scan length
based on a previous regression model developed by Raghunath et al [43]. It is important
to consider the variation in dimensional and form accuracy, described by achievable
tolerances, for different types of features during tolerance specification and
dimensioning. A uniform offset must be taken into account to ensure desired clearance is
maintained between mating parts due to the Maximum Material Condition (MMC)
tolerance.
Shape distortions in a part due to curl and warpage are another source of
geometric inaccuracies that are characteristic of parts produced by the SLS process. The
effect of curling is most commonly observed at the bottom of flat horizontal sections with
the development of curvature at the edges and bottom surfaces due to uneven shrinkage
16

and thermal stresses developed across each freshly sintered layer as lower layers
consolidate and a cooler powder layer is spread over the uppermost layer [44]. Warpage
also affects thin flat sections oriented horizontally and is caused by residual thermal
stresses across thin sections during cooling of the sintered part as a whole. While
warpage can be recovered by clamping and reheating the part, curling results in
unrecoverable loss of material from densification [14]. A gradual increase in crosssection of horizontal sintered areas is also found to further reduce the effect of warpage
[15].

Figure 2-2: Curl observed at corners of straight edges (left); warpage observed in thin
sections (right) [14]
The effect of curl and warpage, like shrinkage, varies across the part bed due to
in-homogenous temperature distributions within the part bed. Soe [14] in a systematic
experimental study to evaluate curling found that it is least significant in parts located at
the center and back of the part bed, and significantly reduces the further away the part is
located from the base. The study evaluated the thickness, length and orientation of
vertical walls and showed that straight sections are more susceptible to curling with
increasing length while curved sections showed less curling with greater curvatures.
Effect of curling also reduces as the number of layers, that is thickness of horizontal
section, that can resist curling from the bottom increase [45]. Curl effect can be
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minimized by controlling the length of the sintered section across each layer by design or
orientation of the part during build or a combination of both.
Manufacturability
Manufacturability of a part is closely related to the capability of the selected
manufacturing process to successfully build the geometries and dimensions that make up
the part. Historically, manufacturability characterized by smallest resolvable size of
feature and absence of visible deformation due to warping has been given preference in
the development of design rules [10, 46]. Theoretically, the resolution of the process is
equal to the thickness of one layer. However, in reality, the minimum feature size that can
be successfully built is limited by equipment resolution and process methods such as
laser spot size, scan pattern and wear during powder removal. One of the earliest
systematic studies for developing design rules for SLS by Sippel [46] provided
quantitative rules for dimensioning of different types of features such as holes, gaps, pins,
walls, etc. in order to ensure successful resolution of the feature. A similar project by
Govett et al. [10] in addition to simple features, also evaluated resolvability of clearances
in hole-shaft, pre-assembled gear train systems and lettering features.
Adam et al. [12, 13] found deviations in measured dimensions for fine features to
be unstable and large until a certain dimension is reached, beyond which the deviations
stabilize and are closer to zero. This dimensional threshold represents the minimum
dimension required for the contour pattern to be successfully constructed around the cross
section of the feature. The contour lines are essential to ensure the geometry of the cross
section is scanned correctly and to limit dimensional expansion of sintered cross-section
[12]. For dimensions smaller than this threshold dimension, contour lines are not
constructed and thus large variation in dimensions is observed. Therefore, for consistent
18

results, the smallest feature dimension that allows the machine to construct the contour
lines provides a more accurate description of minimum achievable feature size.
Another critical factor affecting manufacturability of a part is the ability to
remove un-sintered powder in order for the part to meet functional requirements. More
often than not, fine features even after successfully being resolved during the building
process, will not be strong enough to withstand wear during powder removal. For internal
features like holes, bores, clearances, hollow sections, inadequate powder removal will
result in an unsuccessful build. Dimensioning of the part should consider minimum
achievable feature size as well as efficient powder removal to ensure the part is
successfully built.
Surface Quality
Stair-stepping is an inherent phenomenon in all layered manufacturing processes
and has a detrimental effect on the surface finish of produced parts. A systematic
approach to identify surface error patterns and error mechanisms in SLS by Tumer et al.
[47] found error patterns due to the thermal behavior and part orientation to be the most
dominant surface errors in horizontal and inclined surfaces respectively. Surface
roughness was found to depend on part orientation and layer thickness [48]. Bacchewar et
al. further investigated effects of process parameters on the surface finish of polyamide
parts in SLS [49]. From this study, up-facing surfaces were found to depend on layer
thickness and part orientation, whereas down-facing surfaces also depend on laser power.
Down-facing surfaces exhibit a filleting effect not seen in up-facing surfaces which has a
smoothing effect on the surface roughness of down-facing surfaces. Experimental results
for surface roughness of inclined surfaces are found to be relatively moderate in
orientations from 10⁰ to 70⁰ with the vertical axis [49]. The high approximation errors
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found for orientations from 0⁰ - 10⁰ and from 70⁰ - 90⁰ cause surface finish in these
orientations to deteriorate dramatically. Hence these orientations must be avoided.
2.4 AM DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES
Design freedom
Gibson et al. [50] describe the design freedoms enabled by AM in terms of four
categories, namely, shape complexity, hierarchical complexity, material complexity and
functional complexity. Becker et al. recommend starting from a functional model of the
product in order to fully take advantage of geometry capabilities of AM to minimize part
count and material usage [23].
Design freedom also allows integration of various functional elements into the
main part. An active area of research is based on efforts to validate traditional analytical
models used for evaluating features such as snap clips, threaded joints, springs, living
hinges, etc. Wegner and Witt [51] experimentally validated models for film hinges,
springs and snap fits. These validated models for SLS allow for reliable design of
common manufacturing features that can further reduce assembly operations.
Design for Assembly
DFA in DFMA is driven by reducing direct and indirect cost associated with
assembly operations by minimizing part count and the number of fasteners used [27].
Boothroyd et al. [27] advocate continually minimizing the part count of the product to the
‘theoretical minimum part count’ via integration of components using the following
criteria: (1) Presence of relative motion between the component and rest of the assembly,
(2) Necessity for different materials for the part, (3) Assembly/Disassembly of part
required for function. If the aforementioned criteria are not functionally required, the
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component or part can be theoretically integrated into the rest of the assembly. The
design efficiency is then described as the percentage ratio of number of essential parts or
the theoretical minimum part count to the total number of parts. Reducing the number of
parts in the assembly through part integration also drastically decreases possible tolerance
stack-up [52].
For SLS, since powdered un-sintered material serves as support structures,
kinematic parts can be built directly in their pre-assembled state. This allows for the
theoretical number of parts to be further reduced, making the process of minimizing part
count more rigorous for SLS. In practice, the decision between assembly of separately
built parts and building the assembly pre-assembled as a whole depends on the clearance
requirements for the assembly. If the required clearance for operation is less than the
achievable clearance by the process, parts are recommended to be built separately and
assembled later [53]. Use of appropriate clearance between moving parts and adding
adequate powder removal features are critical to the successful manufacture of the parts
[54, 7]. Additional considerations to ensure desirable operation include controlling
friction and interference between moving surfaces, which is currently being researched
by Chen et al. [55, 56, 57, 58]. Another commonly used technique for working around
larger process tolerances is to add adjustable features in order to control required
clearances [5]. This technique is especially useful in minimizing backlash in gear train
assemblies [59].
2.5 ORGANIZATION OF DFMA GUIDELINES FOR AM
Product design principles and recommendations extracted from the literature
review are categorized as principles, design rules and applications. The objectives for
design guidelines as described in the previous chapter are to minimize manufacturing
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cost, ensure part quality consistency and enable exploration of design opportunities
unique to the SLS process.
Principles are general guidelines that help the designer make decisions regarding
concept or embodiment design in order to take advantage of unique capabilities of the
process.
Design rules are technical constraints for detailed design that describe practical
manufacturability limitations of the process. Design rules consist of specific guidelines
for dimensioning, redesign and process planning, such as part orientation during build.
Applications describe additional practical design considerations for specific applications,
and consist mostly of examples from case studies.
Design principles, rules and applications are organized in the order of
recommended usage in a typical product development cycle in Figure 2-3, and they are
described in the next chapter.

Figure 2-3: Organization of design guidelines using the DFMA framework
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Chapter 3: Compiled design principles and guidelines
Design principles and guidelines compiled from the existing body of knowledge
are presented, and their application to specific design scenarios is discussed in this
chapter. The scope of this work is limited to the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) process
and Nylon 12 material, commercially known as Duraform PA and PA2200 produced by
3D Systems and EOS, respectively. This chapter primarily focuses on typical decisions
made by the product designer. The scope is hence limited to parameters that are
accessible to a product designer, namely part geometry, dimensioning and certain process
planning parameters such as part orientation and location inside the build chamber.
The chapter begins with definition of the standard coordinate system that will be
used throughout the chapter. Design principles present unique capabilities of the process
and describe ways to use these capabilities in producing high value products in a cost
efficient way. Design rules provide guidelines to inform the designer about the
manufacturability of basic features and methods to improve the quality of the part.
Finally, application of design rules to some commonly used products and features is
presented, highlighting critical design considerations and additional design solutions
specific to the product.
Standard coordinate system
A standard coordinate system defined by ASTM is used throughout the chapter
and is described in figure 1. Orientation of features inside the build chamber is also
described as horizontal or vertical at times in the chapter for ease of discussion. Alternate
descriptions of part orientation are defined in figures using the standard coordinate
system whenever they are used.
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Figure 3-1: ASTM defined standardized coordinate system [60]
3.1 GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The following design principles provide general guidance to help designers
minimize the cost of manufacturing with SLS by taking advantage of unique capabilities
of layered manufacturing and process characteristics specific to SLS.
Principle I: Explore design avenues that take advantage of geometric freedom and
production economy


Reduce product development time with early and frequent prototyping



Add cost advantage to product through customization and frequent redesign

Principle II: Optimize geometry for function and cost


Start from functional design



Use shape and hierarchical freedom to optimize design for highest strength and
lowest weight



Minimize material usage as much as possible



Integrate function into physical design with bionic, cellular/lattice, topology
optimization
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Principle III: Minimize assembly operations


Reduce part count for assembly by integrating parts if they, (1) do not have relative
motion between them, (2) are made of same material, and (3) do not require
disassembly



Build kinematic assemblies in a pre-assembled state if the minimum clearance
requirement is greater than the achievable clearance by the process (0.6 mm)



Integrate functional elements like springs and living hinges into the part



Reduce the number of fasteners by using self-fastening features like snap clips,
threaded joints, etc.

Principle IV: Consider practical process constraints to ensure manufacturability


Use process specific design guidelines to minimize need for reworking or scrap



Take advantage of process characteristics using application specific design solutions
to further optimize part quality

3.2 DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following design guidelines provide specific rules for dimensioning,
redesigning and process-planning for manufacturability.
3.2.1 Surface Finish
Guidelines
 Orient flat surface in vertical orientation for lowest possible surface roughness
 Orient inclined flat surfaces at angle α ranging between 10⁰ and 70⁰ [61, 49]
 Orient inclined and curved surfaces face down for further improvement of surface
finish due to filleting [49]
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Figure 3-2: Definition of build orientation for SLS [62], Filleting effect found for down
facing surfaces [49]
Feature Characteristics
Surface roughness is affected by layer thickness and orientation of the surface
inside the build chamber. Additionally, laser power is also found to have an effect on
surface finish for down facing surfaces due to the filleting action from over sintering of
powder material directly below the surface [49]. The surface roughness model in Figure
3-3 predicts the surface roughness accurately for orientations of 10⁰ to 70⁰ with the build
direction. The high approximation errors found for orientations from 0⁰ - 10⁰ and from
70⁰ - 90⁰ cause surface finish in these orientations to deteriorate dramatically. Hence
these orientations must be avoided.

Figure 3-3: Predicted and measured surface roughness for (a) up facing surfaces, (b)
down facing surfaces, at laser power = 35W, layer thickness = 150μm [49]
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3.2.2 Walls
Guidelines
 Make wall thickness at least 1 mm [12, 13]
 Orient walls in vertical orientation for smallest possible dimensional deviation [12]
 Limit wall thickness to 3.8 mm for large areas to prevent excessive shrinkage in the
part [8, 15, 63]
 Break up straight edges at the bottom of vertical walls to minimize curl formation
[14]

Figure 3-4: Orientation of walls during build

Figure 3-5: Risk of curl formation for various designs [14]
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Feature Characteristics
Any orientations of walls other than vertical show deviation up to 0.4 mm due to
the over sintering of powder material directly below a given layer [13, 12]. This causes
unsupported sections of horizontal and inclined walls to exhibit an oversized thickness.
Although deviation is minimized in vertical orientations, smaller feature sizes are
achievable for horizontal orientations. Minimum achievable wall thicknesses found from
resolution studies are presented in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Minimum wall thicknesses for different machines and layer thickness [10, 61]

Minimum wall thickness (mm)

3D Systems Vanguard
HiQ+HiS
Horizontal Vertical
0.6
0.8

EOS P396/
EOSINT P760
Vertical
0.7

3.2.3 Cylinders
Guidelines
 Make cylinder diameter at least 1.2 mm [12]
 Orient cylinder in vertical orientation for smallest possible dimensional deviation [12]
 Make diameter as large as possible for horizontal or inclined cylinders to decrease
errors due to approximation [12]
 Use taper for drastic changes in diameter when building in the vertical orientation
[15]
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Figure 3-6: Orientation of cylindrical features during build
Feature Characteristics
Cylindrical features, similar to walls, are most accurate when built in the vertical
orientation. Inclined and horizontal builds cause an oversize due to over-sintering of
powder material directly below unsupported features. These orientations also affect the
surface finish and circularity of the cross-section due to the approximation errors
introduced during data preparation. The dimensional deviation for the horizontal
orientation is found to decrease as diameter increases [12]. Minimum achievable pin
diameters found from the resolution study are presented in table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Minimum achievable pin diameter [10]

Minimum resolvable pin diameter (mm)

3D Systems Vanguard HiQ+HiS
machine
Vertical
Horizontal
0.8
0.8

3.2.4 Holes / Bores
Guidelines
 Make hole diameter at least 2 mm [10]
 Provide space of at least 1 mm between successive holes or a hole and an edge [10]
 Orient hole in vertical orientation to minimize deviation [12]
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 Limit hole depth to less than 4 times its diameter to ensure removal of un-sintered
powder [12]

Figure 3-7: Orientation of circular holes
Feature characteristics
The actual size of cutout elements like holes is often smaller than the nominal.
The ability to resolve holes decreases with increase in plate thickness as shown by results
from resolution studies presented in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Maximum tested plate thickness for successful hole resolution [46, 10]
Hole diameter
(mm)

< 0.6
0.6 – 0.8
0.8 – 1.0
1.0 – 1.1
1.1 – 1.3
1.3 – 1.5
1.5 – 1.75
1.75 – 2.0
2.0 – 4.0

Maximum plate thickness (mm)
3D Systems Vanguard HiQ+HiS
EOS P390
(PA2200, 150μm
layer thickness)
Horizontal
Vertical
Vertical
0.939
1.877
0.6
1.877
1.5
3.755
2.1
5.253
0.939
3.0
12.7
1.877
3.6
12.7
5.253
4.5
12.7
12.7
6.0
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3.2.5 Gaps
Guidelines
 Make gap width at least 0.6 mm [12]
 Limit gap depth to 8.0 mm for gap width less than 1.2 mm [11]

Figure 3-8: Orientation of rectangular gaps
Feature characteristics
Gaps, like holes, are often smaller than their nominal dimension and depend on
the thickness of the plate. The larger the thickness of the plate, the harder it is for thinner
gaps to be formed, as is found from resolution studies shown in Table 3-4. Powder
removal considerations also affect the selection of plate thickness and are presented in
Table 3-4.
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Table 3-4: Maximum tested plate thickness for resolution of gaps [46, 11, 10]
Gap width
(mm)

Based on
resolvability

Based on
effective
powder removal

Maximum plate thickness (mm)
EOS P390
(PA2200,
150μm layer
thickness)
Vertical

3D Systems Vanguard
HiQ+HiS
Horizontal

Vertical

0.5 – 0.6

1.8

-

-

0.6 – 0.7
0.7 – 0.8
0.8 – 0.9
0.9 - 1.0
1.0 – 1.1
1.1 – 1.2
1.2 – 1.3
1.3
1.8
2.4

3.6
4.2
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
8.0

0.939
1.877
1.877
1.877
3.755
8.0
8.0
8.0
30.0
50.0

0.939
1.877
1.877
1.877
5.253

3.2.6 Clearances
 Provide clearance of at least 0.6 mm in pre-assembled builds [61, 10]
 Minimize plate/bearing thickness as much as possible to reduce the possibility of
parts fusing together [10]

Figure 3-9: Clearance in a rotating joint
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Feature characteristics
Clearances as small as 0.3 mm are resolvable with SLS; however, powder
removal is more difficult for very small clearances and can hinder movement of the part.
Some design solutions to aid powder removal while minimizing clearance are discussed
in later sections.
Circular cutouts are usually built smaller than their nominal dimension due to
hoop shrinkage and sintering of excess material surrounding the part. The effect of
shrinkage is more pronounced with increasing plate/bearing thickness and affects the
manufacturability of clearances. Table 3-5 describes minimum clearance achieved from
testing a range of plate/bearing thicknesses.
Table 3-5: Minimum achievable clearance per thickness of plate/bearing [10]
3D Systems Vanguard HiQ+HiS
Plate/bearing thickness (mm)
Minimum achievable clearance (mm)
1.03
0.6
2.54
0.75
5.08
0.75
7.62
0.9
10.16
1.05
12.70
1.05
19.05
1.35
25.40
1.05

3.2.7 Axles
 Minimize areas of minimum clearance to aid powder removal and reduce friction [7]
 Add at least two powder removal channels of 2 mm diameter to large closed areas
and clearances [7]
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Feature characteristics
To aid powder removal from a hollow volume, a clearance of at least 2 mm is
recommended. For longer, hard to access regions, strategically placed powder removal
inlets and outlets can efficiently remove un-sintered powder. In the example, 1 – 2 mm
thick rails are used to maintain the required clearance while a larger clearance (> 2mm) is
used throughout the length of the axle connecting the inlet and outlet for powder removal.

Figure 3-10: Managing friction and powder removal in enclosed axles [7]
3.2.8 Gear clearance
 Provide a minimum effective clearance of 0.6 mm to prevent gears from fusing
together [61, 10]
 Limit effective separation distance between gear teeth to 1.67 mm to prevent slippage
between gears [10]
 Use adjustable features to prevent backlash in gear trains [5, 59]
Feature characteristics
In pre-assembled gear trains, the maximum possible effective gear separation
distance (gear clearance) for operation without slippage depends on the type of gear.
Achievable gear tooth separation distances for a few gear tests are presented in table 3-6.
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Figure 3-11: Gear separation distances [10]
Table 3-6: Maximum effective gear separation distance for operation without slippage
[10]
Gear tooth separation distance (mm)
15 tooth gear
20 tooth gear
25 tooth gear
2.39
2.04
1.67

Adjustable design techniques are recommended to minimize effective clearance
and reduce backlash in gear transmissions.

Figure 3-12: (a) Adjustable idler gear [5], (b) Axially adjustable tapered gears [64]
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3.2.9 Edges
 Eliminate sharp edges by rounding off or using horizontal/vertical blunt edges [11]
 Round off inner edges to simplify removal of un-sintered powder [11]

Figure 3-13: (a) External sharp edge, (b) Internal sharp edge, (c) Horizontal extreme
point, (d) Vertical extreme point, [11]
Feature Characteristics
Presence of sharp edges causes edge thickening resulting in form defects in the
part. This is because the edge thickness is smaller than the minimum resolvable feature
size, causing the edge to form inconsistently. Edges must be rounded off so as not to form
more edges in the process [11]. Blunt edges that are parallel to horizontal or vertical
directions are a good alternative as these surfaces minimize approximation errors due to
stair-stepping [11].
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3.2.10 Cavities / Powder removal
 Add outlet channels at least 2mm wide to blind features [7]
 Add at least two powder removal channels to inaccessible cavities [7, 9]
 Round off sharp corners inside hard to access areas to aid powder removal from these
areas [11]
Process Characteristics
Removal of un-sintered powder is crucial for manufacturability of cavities and
clearances. At least two powder removal channels of 2 mm diameter, one for inlet and
one for outlet, are recommended for efficient powder removal from closed cavities. Sharp
edges and protruding ridges further create nooks that prevent powder removal. Hence
internal edges must be rounded off to aid removal of un-sintered powder.
3.2.11 Process planning / Build Orientation
 Orient part so as to minimize trapped volume during build (Figure 3-10 (a)) [15]
 Orient flat surfaces face up inside build chamber to reduce potential curling at corners
(Figure 3-11 (b)) [15]
 Orient parts to be assembled along parallel axes to minimize deviation in mating
parts. (Figure 3-10(c) ) [15]
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Figure 3-14: Illustration of good and bad orientation of part inside build chamber [15]
Process planning characteristics
The position and direction of the part in the horizontal/build plane (X-Y plane)
does not have any significant effect on the dimensions of the part [12, 32]. Dimensions
along the build direction (Z-axis) typically exhibit an oversize in dimension up to 0.4 mm
[13]. This is due to over-sintering and bonding of powder material directly below the first
layer being built. Non-uniform thermal distribution across the build direction can cause
formation of curl in parts. This is caused due to non-uniform shrinkage between two
regions of the part or between two consecutive layers causing form distortions at the
corners of flat bottom surfaces. Some solutions than can reduce the potential of curl
formation in the part are to orient large flat surfaces facing up in the build chamber, to
minimize surface area of the first layer built, and to avoid heat accumulation from
trapped volumes.
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Parts meant to be assembled together must be oriented along the direction of
assembly, parallel to each other. This will reduce large tolerance stack up in the parts due
to dissimilar deviations in different build orientations. Tolerance stack up can be further
driven down by integrating subassembly into a single part.
3.3 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS
Design recommendations highlight critical design considerations, design solutions
and best practices based on specific applications.
Marking and tagging
Intricate details such as lettering and barcodes are achievable as long as the
minimum feature size requirement of 0.6 mm is satisfied. Patterns consisting of uniform
thicknesses are easier to resolve. Furthermore, recessed features built on vertical and
down-facing surfaces are more likely to be resolved [46]. Provide a feature height/depth
greater than 0.4 mm [46, 10, 9]
Lettering
Resolution studies, results of which are summarized in table 3-6, show good and
consistent result with font sizes 14 and 28 for EOS and 3D Systems machines
respectively. Sans-serif font styles having uniform feature thicknesses produce better
resolution.

Figure 3-15: Font styles tested in feasibility study [10]
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Table 3-7: Resolvable font styles and sizes tested in studies [10, 46]

3D Systems
Vanguard HiQ+HiS

Font style

Minimum font size achievable [pt]
Vertical
Horizontal
Up facing

SansSerif
Serif
EOS p390, PA2200,
150μm layer thickness

Sansserif

Raised
Recessed
Raised
Recessed
Raised
Recessed

20
14
24
11
11

24
24
28
14
-

Down
facing
20-24
11
14

Tags and barcodes
Tags with identifiers can be connected to the part by chains or sacrificial sticks.
Examples in Figure 3-12 include a connector stick with a ‘V’ notch inside a recessed
filleted pocket to minimize damage to surface quality [7]. An Aztec barcode with cell
size less than 1 mm cubed is another viable tagging solution [7].

Figure 3-16: Examples of snap tags and barcode recommended in [7]
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Integrated feature design
Snap fit
A minimum undercut of 1.5 mm is recommended to achieve functional
connections with rectangular snap fits built with PA2200 with SLS [51].

Figure 3-17: Cross-section of a straight-beam snap fit [65]
A validated model for snap fit is given in [51] as:
𝜀 ∙ 𝐿2
𝑓 = 0.67 ∙
ℎ
where, 𝜀 = permitted strain of the material (usually 70% of elongation at break),
f = length of undercut, L = Length of snap fit, h = thickness of snap fit
Threaded joint
Threads can be replaced with hemispheres to reduce friction in the threaded joint
[7]. Align both ends of the threaded joint parallel to each other during the build to
minimize risk of misalignment.
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Figure 3-18: Hemisphere threads to reduce friction [7]
The length, 𝑙𝐸 , of the threaded section in a threaded joint should be determined
based on the magnitude of the pullout force expected using relations (table 3-8) for laser
sintered polyamide threads based on pullout tests conducted for diameters between M4
and M8.
Table 3-8: Failing force based on pullout test for laser sintered polyamide threads [66]
Diameter
M4
M6
M8

Failing Force
0.14 𝑘𝑁/ 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑙𝐸 − 0.111𝑘𝑁
0.23 𝑘𝑁/ 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑙𝐸 − 0.033𝑘𝑁
0.504 𝑘𝑁/ 𝑚𝑚 × 𝑙𝐸 − 0.308𝑘𝑁

Living/Film Hinges
The geometry of the hinge and its orientation during build are critical factors for
mechanical strength and performance of living hinges. The geometry of the hinge should
be selected to avoid sharp bending angles that lead to fracture [67]. Elongation at break is
critical for durability of living hinge. The part must be oriented to ensure maximum
elongation at break along the direction of strain. Linear bending hinges must be oriented
along the Z axis whereas torsional bending elements are better in XY plane. To improve
toughness of compliant elements, immersing the part in boiling water for 10 minutes is
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recommended [8, 7]. The length, L, of a living hinge should be evaluated using the
following equation using a recommended factor of safety based on 100 turns [51, 67],

𝐿=

ℎ∙𝛽∙𝑠
2 ∙ 𝜀𝐵

where L = Length of hinge, h = hinge thickness, β = Bending angle, s = Factor of safety,
𝜀𝐵 = Elongation at break

Figure 3-19: Living hinge with bending angle equal to 180⁰ [68]
Table 3-9: Required safety factors for 100 turns [51]
Film thickness (mm)
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

Required safety factor
≥1.0
≥1.0
≥1.0
≥1.2
≥1.33
≥1.75

Springs
Immersing flexural parts in boiling water for 10 minutes is recommended to
improve toughness and memory of plastic [7]. Add fillets at the junction of coil springs
for added strength [7]. The equation for spring constant for isotropic materials was found
to hold true for springs built with SLS in horizontal and vertical orientations [51].
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Pre-assembled kinematic builds
Kinematic parts can be built in their assembled state as long as appropriate
clearances between moving parts are used. Too small a clearance will cause the two
kinematic members to fuse together, whereas a clearance too large will create problems
like instability in the joint, slippage or backlash in gears, etc. Effective powder removal
strategies should also be considered here to ensure free movement of the parts. At very
small clearances extended over large areas, powder removal is almost impossible and can
prevent intended movement of the part. Therefore, reducing the area of minimum
clearance and adding provisions for effective powder removal can help improve the
manufacturability of smaller clearances.
For clearances less than 0.6 mm, multiple iterations can be made to test
manufacturability of intended clearance. For clearances less than 0.3 mm, design
components as discrete parts for later assembly.
Joints
Using fillets or chamfers around the edges can provide better powder removal
[56]. Protrusions around edges reduce contact area between moving surfaces and aid in
powder removal [56]. For joints under loading, adding appropriately placed gaps in the
bearing can relieve interference due to flexural deformation [56].

Figure 3-20: (a) Chamfers and fillets to improve powder removal, (b) Gaps to alleviate
interference, (c) Protrusions to prevent surface contact [56]
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The drum shaped shaft design (Figure 3-20 (a)) tested with various AM processes
[56, 58, 57, 55], is found to minimize clearance, aid support structure (powder) removal
and improve stress distribution in the joint. The modified spherical joint design [54]
(Figure 3-20 (b)) is another example of reducing friction and aiding powder removal by
minimizing the area of contact in the joint. The ‘porous socket’ design is an improvement
over the traditional spherical joint in producing the desired joint motion after overcoming
an initial break out torque [54].

Figure 3-21: (a) Normal clearance and minimized clearance from drum shaped shaft [56],
(b) Porous socket design for spherical joints study [54]
Joining/fastening
Orient mating parts in the same orientation during build to reduce risk of
assembly misalignments and failures. Use adjustable design solutions in larger parts to
ensure assembly in the presence of dimensional deviations. One such solution is to use an
elongated hole as shown in Figure 3-22 [7].
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Figure 3-22: Elongated hole to ensure assembly with dimensional deviations [7]
Bosses and Inserts
Make the outer diameter of the boss 2 to 3 times the diameter of the insert to
provide sufficient strength [8]. The inner diameter of the boss should be undersized to the
diameter of the hole/insert. Support ribs are recommended for additional strength.
Heat staked and heli-coil inserts are two commonly used inserts for plastic parts.
For repeated assembly and high pull out strength requirements, heat staked inserts are
recommended. Heat staked inserts were found to perform better in pull-out tests [69]
conducted for various thread sizes in SLS nylon material, the results of which are
presented in Table 3-10.
Table 3-10: Pull-out strength and torque strength tests for Heli-Coil and heat staked
inserts in Nylon material [69]
Thread
size
2-56
4-40
6-32
8-32
10-32
¼ - 20

Pull-out strength
Heli-Coil
Heat staked
inserts
inserts
112.29 lbs
116.18 lbs
265.09 lbs
229.69 lbs
281.76 lbs
394.51 lbs
348.75 lbs
331.49 lbs
376.94 lbs
434.21 lbs
477.93 lbs
640.68 lbs
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Torque strength
Heli-Coil
Heat staked
inserts
inserts
4.64 in/lbs
8.5 in/lbs
8.55 in/lbs
14.08 in/lbs
11.09 in/lbs
23.38 in/lbs
16.18 in/lbs
30.38 in/lbs
21.64 in/lbs
>36 in/lbs
32.36 in/lbs
>36 in/lbs

Bonding methods
Lap joints with 0.3 mm bond line clearance and joint overlap of 3 to 5 times the
wall thickness are recommended [8]. A design solution for void free sealing is proposed
using vacuum drawing of a thermoset epoxy through a radial channel built into the part
shown in Figure 3-23 [7].

Figure 3-23: Integrated radial channel and inlet/outlet ports [7]
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Chapter 4: Proposed method for evaluating realistic tolerances
In order to accurately and reliably assess the feasibility of the SLS process during
early process selection and to dimension final parts, manufacturing tolerance information
is critical. Currently, adequate information regarding process tolerances based on varying
dimensions and feature geometry are not available. This chapter describes a proposed
methodology for the development of an experimental framework for determining
manufacturing tolerances for the SLS process using a test part.
4.1 MANUFACTURING TOLERANCE
Process tolerance is generally determined by measuring the process behavior of a
sample in terms of variation of the process about a mean. It is used to predict how the
process will behave, within a certain statistical level of confidence and reliability. Process
tolerance information is needed to accurately and reliably assess the feasibility of the
process to meet product specifications. Current work is focused on determining process
quality for dimensional accuracy, often called ‘manufacturing tolerance’. It should be
noted that manufacturing tolerance is not the same as ‘engineering tolerance’ which
describes the product specification and does not represent the behavior of the process.
Process tolerance in quality control is generally described in terms of the variation of
measured parameter about the average. Therefore, in order to determine process
tolerance, standard deviation information is required along with the mean.
Most dimensional accuracy studies focus on the mean deviation and do not
publish or consider standard deviation while describing dimensional accuracy. However,
this will result in an inaccurate representation of the behavior of the process as the mean
can be manipulated easily by adding a compensation factor. Lieneke et al. [30]
experimentally determined realistic tolerances in terms of tolerance grade number for
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external dimensions. Another tolerance study by Kotlinski et al. [33] experimentally
determined tolerance grade numbers for holes and shafts but was limited to considering
only one dimension. Dimensional accuracy is heavily influenced by the amount of
shrinkage incurred by the part and is found to vary based on factors such as part
geometry, dimension, orientation and location during build. Therefore, dimension and
feature types must be considered to accurately describe behavior of the process and are
well defined for traditional manufacturing processes like injection molding [5]. In order
to represent tolerances for feature size and positions, the following types of dimensions
will be considered – internal radius, external radius, internal linear dimension, external
linear dimension and position.
4.2 PRIOR BENCHMARK STUDIES
A literature search for benchmark part designs for evaluation of AM processes
shows that benchmark parts fall into one or more of the following categories: (1) To
measure dimensional accuracy such as size of the feature or part and dimension between
two features. These dimensions are straightforward to measure and generally use contact
measurement tools like a micrometer and CMM. (2) To measure angularity, form or
profile accuracies such as straightness, flatness, circularity, cylindricity, etc. These
measurements are more difficult to measure and require grid based measurements or noncontact profile scanning. (3) To collect attribute pass/fail data. Visual inspection with
clearly defined criteria for pass/fail cases is used.
The following considerations were proposed by Jacobs [70] for optimized
benchmark artifact design:


Include small, medium and large features



Include both inside and outside components
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Do not take too long to build



Do not require a large amount of material to be built



Ensure easy and quick measurability by CMM



Include many real features

Several benchmark parts have been developed to assess manufacturability and
dimensional accuracy of AM parts for common machining features such as holes, bosses,
walls, gaps, etc. Wong and Loh [71] (figure 4-1(a)) used walls, holes, gaps and bosses of
different dimensions to compare AM processes based on manufacturability and
dimensional accuracy along X and Y axes.

Kotlinski et al. [33] (figure 4-1(b))

determined manufacturing tolerances for the SLS process with the test part consisting of
machining features like shafts, holes and conical tapers, oriented along 30⁰, 45⁰ and 60⁰
during the build. The part was shelled supposedly to minimize material usage and to limit
excessive shrinkage associated with thick solid sintered sections. The part was also built
at an orientation that minimized the area of the first sintered layers. This technique of
orienting parts is generally used to minimize the effect of curl formation at the corners
and bottom surfaces of parts that have large sintered area per layer; however, this
consideration was not pointed out in the published study. A simple benchmark part was
developed by Brajlih et al. [31] (figure 4-1(c)) for quick inspection of dimensional
accuracy between two features by using pairs of equally spaced hemispherical
indentations on base plates oriented perpendicular to each other, along XY, YZ and XZ
planes.
Several benchmark parts have been developed to enable comparison between
various AM processes most often in terms of form and profile tolerances such as flatness,
straightness, concentricity, roundness, etc. Fahad and Hopkinson (figure 4-1(d))
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developed a benchmark part for evaluating repeatability of a process by including copies
of features within the same part [72]. Due to its size, the repeatability evaluation using
this benchmark part will more likely describe scanning and positioning errors in the
process, but not the variation in accuracy across different locations in the build which
tends to be more significant. Another benchmark part for process comparison developed
by Byun [73] (figure 4-1(e)) used a wide variety of shapes, systematically positioned on
the base plate in order to measure the accuracy in X, Y and Z axes. Feature density across
the base plate was kept uniform in order to prevent contamination of measurements by
minimizing the effect of curling. A standard benchmark part proposed by Moylan et al.
[74, 75] (figure 4-1(f)) provides a collection of simple features to compare various AM
processes based on geometric accuracy and manufacturing capabilities using lateral and
fine features. The benchmark part uses ASME Y14.5 standard notation for dimensioning
and tolerancing (GD&T) of the features, which allows for determination of standardized
types of tolerances. Machining features included in the test part are holes, shafts and
concentric bosses; however, the part cannot be used to determine tolerances as features
did not have multiple dimensions.
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Figure 4-1: Benchmark part designs reviewed [71, 33, 31, 72, 73, 74]
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4.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR TEST PART


Features to be considered are holes, cylinders, walls, gaps and distance between

two points. Manufacturing features like holes, walls, bosses and gaps are the most
commonly used features for tolerance specification due to their usage during
assembly for positioning and mating of parts.
Table 4-1: Features and dimensions to be considered
Feature
Wall thickness
Gap thickness
Hole diameter
Pin diameter
Distance



Dimensions
2 mm to 20 mm
2 mm to 20 mm
3 mm to 12 mm
3 mm to 12 mm
13 mm to 26 mm

Orientations of interest include 0⁰ (along X and Y axes), 45⁰ about XY plane and 90⁰
(along Z axes). Accuracy is known to vary between different coordinate directions.
Typical orientations selected during process planning are the horizontal and vertical
directions (X, Y and Z directions). An angle of 45⁰ with the base is sometimes chosen
for larger parts to enable the part to be built in one piece. Design rules also
recommend orienting parts with straight edges at an angle to minimize curling of the
bottom edges.



The overall size of the test part should be constrained by a cubic envelop of 3”x3”x3”
(76.2 mm x 76.2mm x 76.2 mm) to enable inserting it into unoccupied space in a
variety of existing builds.



Other considerations recognized were to minimize material usage to ensure low cost
of manufacturing of the test part. Ease of taking measurements using typical
measurement equipment like a micrometer and CMM were considered to ensure
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features were not obstructed by other features. DFM rules were used for
dimensioning and for selecting orientation during build.
4.4 TEST PART DESIGN
The test part consists of three face plates for orienting features along the
horizontal, vertical and spatial orientation of 45⁰ with the XY plane. An equal number of
measureable dimensions are allotted per each orientation. Features are built successively
in such a way that they share a common datum feature, in order to save space on the base
plate.
Wall thickness is described by length of successive rectangular steps with width
10 mm, height 2 mm and length varying from 2 mm to 20 mm. Gaps are similarly
described by downward rectangular steps with length varying from 2 mm to 20 mm.
Holes and shafts are described by successive features built across the same axis and
varying from 3 mm to 12 mm. In order to minimize effects of curl at the bottom face,
orientation of 45⁰ is recommended.
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Figure 4-2: Test part for tolerance determination – Orientation during measurement

Figure 4-3: Dimensioning (in mm) of holes, bosses, walls and gaps
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Figure 4-4: Top views for faces 1, 2 and 3 (dimensions in mm)

Figure 4-5: Orientation during build
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4.5 SAMPLE PLAN
Dimensional deviations are found to be greater along the extremities of the part
bed due to a drop in temperature from heat transfer through the walls surrounding the part
bed [30, 36]. A study conducted by Soe et al. [37] found significant variance in
dimensional deviations between test parts placed at the four corners of the test bed and
the center while variance within the four corners was found to be insignificant. Therefore
two levels are considered for describing the location of the test part inside the build,
corresponding to the center and the sides of the build chamber. Dimensional deviation is
also sensitive to variation between builds due to packing density. Therefore, dimensional
deviations must be measured across at least two builds. To ensure repeatability, variation
between at least two machines of the same make will be considered. In order to determine
realistic tolerances, test parts are recommended to be built with process parameter
settings and packing strategy equal to regular production runs.

Figure 4-6: Black box diagram describing controlled factors and noise variables
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4.6 DETERMINING TOLERANCE
To determine a reliable manufacturing or process tolerance interval from sample
data, a statistical tolerance interval should be determined that describes a certain
proportion of the population with a certain level of confidence. In quality control for
production processes, preferred levels of confidence and reliability (proportion of
population) are 95 percent and 99.7 percent (3 sigma), respectively. The statistical
tolerance intervals can be determined using the following relations [76],
Lower tolerance limit = μ – Ks,
Upper tolerance limit = μ + Ks
where ‘μ’ is the mean dimensional deviation, ‘s’ is the sample standard deviation and the
K factor is determined from the look up table in [77].
CONCLUSION
Due to inadequate process tolerance information for the SLS process, an
experimental framework is developed using a standard test part. Common manufacturing
features across a range of dimensions and orientations were selected for collecting
dimensional deviation data. A sampling plan is proposed to determine realistic process
tolerances across multiple builds and machines.
Future work will involve collection of dimensional deviation data on SLS systems
calibrated to production settings. A statistical tolerance interval is recommended to
reliably predict the process tolerance.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Future Work
5.1 SUMMARY
From their initial introduction for rapid prototyping applications, additive
manufacturing technologies have been gradually transitioning into production
technologies. The unique capabilities of AM due to absence of tooling provide several
advantages to AM over traditional manufacturing processes. AM enables opportunities
like faster prototyping and product development, economy of customization and low
volume production, and geometric freedom to pursue optimized designs. While these
unique capabilities make AM promising for direct end-use product manufacturing,
process limitations such as manufacturing quality and material strength still pose
significant problems to the incorporation of AM into mainstream manufacturing. This
research was focused on addressing some of the practical limitations associated with the
use of AM for direct manufacture of end use products. Current research focused on
Selective Laser Sintering and was limited by scope to Nylon 12 material derivatives such
as PA 2200 and Duraform PA.
Chapter 1 identifies and presents motivation for the research objectives selected
for this work. While in theory AM offers unlimited geometrical freedom, practical
limitations due to the material processing technique, resolution of laser scanning
mechanism and overall non-uniformity associated with thermal phase transformation
impose certain constraints on manufacturability and quality of parts produced by these
processes. From a product design perspective, the need for design guidelines that address
the practical limitations of the process and ensure consistent quality is recognized and
actively researched [11, 12, 13, 10, 15, 14]. Currently there is a definite disconnect
between the best practices that are widely available in the public domain and the depth of
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knowledge produced through systematic research that are scattered throughout the
literature and not readily accessible by the majority of SLS users [7, 9, 78, 8]. Therefore a
major objective of this work is to unify existing design guidelines and process
characterization knowledge to help designers achieve successful builds with SLS. The
need for a systematic and holistic product design process is also apparent in the stark
differences between AM and conventional manufacturing driven by economy of scale
[23]. Existing Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DFMA) tools for product design
developed by Boothroyd and Dewhurst [27] were selected as a framework for presenting
design guidelines for SLS. Finally, the chapter also identifies a gap in knowledge in terms
of process tolerance information for SLS. Manufacturing tolerances information for
different features and dimensions is important during process selection. Therefore, the
second objective of this research is to develop an experimental framework for
determining process tolerances for SLS.
Chapter 2 presents the methodology for compiling design guidelines from existing
resources. A systematic method for literature search was conducted based on the DFMA
product design framework using definite inclusion and exclusion criteria. Discussion of
published research relating to part quality was presented, highlighting trends and process
behavior that are affected by factors within the scope of the designer.
Chapter 3 presents the compiled design guidelines in the form of principles, rules
and applications. Design principles provide general guidelines for product design during
concept and embodiment design. Design rules provide Design for Manufacture (DFM)
guidelines to ensure manufacturability and quality of the part. Finally, design
considerations and recommendations pertaining to specific application are presented.
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Chapter 4 describes the development of an experimental framework for
determining process tolerances for the SLS process. The chapter includes prior work on
process characterization in AM using various benchmark parts. Studies include
capabilities evaluation, part quality assessment, and resolution determination. A
benchmark part is designed to determine manufacturing tolerances for common
manufacturing features such as holes, walls, gaps and bosses. A recommended sampling
plan is described to evaluate realistic tolerances.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
Although an attempt was made to review all existing literature systematically and
thoroughly, this review does not claim to be comprehensive and is meant to be used as a
living document that is updated with new research and knowledge. Possible future work
includes investigation of the overall validity and effectiveness of the proposed product
design framework presented in chapter 3 through product design projects with SLS.
Current research focused primarily on DFM rules for ensuring part quality and
manufacturability of parts within the scope of the part geometry and limited process
planning factors such as orientation and location of the part. Further extension of the
scope to include pre-processing steps such as approximation, slicing and shrinkage
compensation strategies will further optimize part quality. While design principles
touched on the influence of AM design freedoms on concept and embodiment design,
there is much scope for further investigation of unique applications of AM such as
optimized design, hierarchical design, integration of bionic design, designed material
properties, etc.
To address the lack of standard process characterization information, an
experimental framework for determining process tolerances for SLS was proposed in
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chapter 4. Future work will include collection of dimensional deviation data from regular
production runs using the proposed test part in chapter 4. The advantage of using regular
production runs is that realistic tolerances can be determined in an economical manner by
making use of empty spaces inside full capacity builds. Service bureaus specializing in
SLS are ideal candidates for data collection. Further investigation of process tolerances
for larger dimensions is recommended for complete information regarding manufacturing
tolerances for SLS.
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